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Rationale for Targeting Millennials with Political Television 
by Grace Clark 
 
 Thomas Friedman irritatingly labeled us “Generation Q- the Quiet Americans,” saying 

we’re “too quiet, too online” and “if they are not spitting mad, well, then they're just not paying 

attention” (2007). But personal experience and recent studies suggest that our “Millennials” 

generation, everyone born after 1985, is not apathetic, we’re just politically disengaged. Youth 

disengagement is a problem not just for our political system, it’s also a major problem for news 

producers whose industry depends on civic interest. Declining rates of news consumption among 

young adults are not the result of apathy, but of failure to address our complaints about political 

media. By analyzing the characteristics of successful programs, such as MTV’s Choose or Lose, 

and by reviewing the opinions of young adults on the subject of politics and news media, I will 

identify six major criticisms and create a list of recommendations for correcting them. I’ll then 

apply the list to my own production project scheduled for this spring. 

 Apathy alone fails to explain why news consumption by young adults is rapidly 

decreasing. A 2002 survey conducted by the Pew Research Center discovered that although news 

consumption was decreasing among all age groups, the decline was especially precipitous among 

people under age 25 (2002). In 1994 the under 25 age group spent roughly 51 minutes a day on 

news and only 31 minutes in 2002. The amount of under 25 year-olds who consumed no news 

the previous day jumped from 14% in 1994 to 37% in 2002. The symbiotic relationship between 

news media and politics suggests that both will suffer should one become unpopular. That 

correlation seemed to be in effect during the mid 1990's when voter turnout among ages 18-25 

reached a record low (U.S. Census). Young adults received criticism for their supposedly low 

voter activity during the 2000 and 2004 presidential elections, but later research discovered that 

youth turnout had in fact increased dramatically. Participation by Americans ages 18-24 in the 



2004 election grew from 36% to 47%, a larger increase than any other age group (Harvard). 

Declining news consumption cannot be blamed on youth apathy since increasing data indicates 

young Americans are concerned about political issues and more involved in community service 

than the previous generation. 

 The recent upswing in voter activity suggests young adults are increasingly concerned 

about current affairs. Trends like ideological polarization and tragic events like war and terror 

attacks significantly influenced the development of Millennials’ worldview. A 2007 survey 

conducted by Harvard’s Institute of Politics found that a majority of 18-24 year-olds discussed 

the presidential campaign (56%), U.S. politics (55%) and Iraq (57%) with friends. That same 

survey highlighted young adults discontent with current national policies. 67% of 18-24 year-

olds disapprove of Bush’s job performance and 60% think the country is headed in the wrong 

direction. According to a 2005 survey by the Center for Involvement and Research on Civic 

Learning and Engagement (C.I.R.C.L.E.), young adults view government policies as relevant to 

issues that concern them by a ratio of eight to one (Kiesa). Our generation isn’t just concerned, 

we’re planning to express our views at the ballot box next year. Harvard’s survey says 75% of 

the 18-24 year-old population is registered to vote, and 42% say they will “definitely” vote in the 

primary and 61% say they will “definitely” vote in the general. Actions speak louder than words, 

so if the surveys indicate our generation's concern for political and social issues, then our record 

levels of community service prove it.  

 Thanks to service-learning education and advancing communication technology,   

Millennials have enjoyed increasing opportunities for and interest in civic engagement. During 

the early 1990’s schools and government agencies began implementing service-learning 

programs that taught students the importance of civic participation (Kiesa). These programs 



trained students to actively address problems within our communities and cultivate habits of 

charitable giving. Nearly 80% of Americans ages 16-25 have volunteered in someway, and 

according to a study by the UCLA Higher Education Research Institute, volunteerism by college 

students increased by 20% since 2002 (Astin). Apparently, school-mandated volunteering is still 

enlightening seeing as the recent UCLA study reports 63% of college freshmen consider it 

“essential or very important” to help others, the highest percentage in 25 years. A survey of 

focus groups conducted by the CIRCLE gathered Millennials' reflections on volunteerism, 

politics and the media. A student from UMass Boston attributed her volunteerism to concerns for 

posterity saying, “the whole reason for this world is not just about ourselves, it’s never just for 

me to grow, for me to do this, for me to do that. But it's about my neighbor, what about the 

people after me..." (Kiesa). Seeing tangible results for our service strengthened students’ 

connection to local communities and left us feeling responsible and empowered to create change. 

To facilitate that empowerment, internet websites and online networking give young adults a 

venue to learn more about the causes and non-profit organizations associated with the issues 

their service-learning addresses. A joint survey by Cone Inc. and AMP Insight reports 

Millennials are “the most socially conscious consumers to date” and 79% of full-time workers 

under age 25 say they want to work for a company that cares how it effects or contributes to 

society (Jayson). Unfortunately, while Millennials appreciate the benefit engagement has on a 

local community level, we have trouble translating that connection to the more abstract realm of 

national affairs and institutional politics. 

 Enthusiasm for humanitarian causes and community service projects is a promising trend, 

but it could also reflect a distancing from the larger political system. While young adults 

appreciate the importance of voting and the relevance of public policy, we are discontent with 



politics and media that discuss it. After researching several recent studies on Millennials and our 

attitudes towards politics and media, I have come to the conclusion that young adults are tuning 

out from political news coverage not because we dislike the subject matter, but because the 

presentation style exacerbates our feelings of ignorance, exclusion, inconvenience and 

manipulation. In hopes of alleviating this problem I have identified six major complaints and 

created a list of strategies for addressing them.  

A popular complaint among young adults on the subject of politics and news media is 

that we aren’t represented adequately. We rarely see representatives of our demographic 

involved with the formation of public policy or its coverage in the mass news media. This 

omission leads us to assume our experiences aren’t relevant and our opinions aren’t welcome in 

the discussion. We also resent the demographic imbalance as an inaccurate representation of 

America in general. A student from Rutgers reasoned that evening news programs frequently 

feature old white men because they are “the stereotypical trustworthy person,” but complained, 

“in actuality they are the ones that dick you the most” (Sherr). Several students from his focus 

group agreed that old white men epitomize their cynicism about politicians and mainstream news 

media. To repair their respect for news media they requested more affirmative representations of 

young people, which would both attract and inspire fellow Millennial viewers. One focus group 

participant suggested, “acknowledge the young people who are making a difference in their 

lives, like people who volunteer or graduate college, give them a spotlight. People who are going 

through things and accomplish it” (Sherr). Increasing news coverage of Millennials’ opinions 

and activities would promote the perception that public affairs are relevant to our generation and 

vice versa. 

The second frequent complaint of the Millennial generation is we don’t understand the 



relevance between politics and our everyday lives. To attract younger audiences, political news 

reports need to adjust their perspectives, not abandon emphasis on important issues. Continue 

addressing those same topics, but cover each subject from a youth angle, thereby creating a new, 

fresh story. The education director of Youth Radio commented, “Young people care about the 

same issues that the rest of us are worrying about, and in some cases they care about them in a 

first hand way that we can only imagine” (Sherr). The relevance gap isn't between the 

Millennials and the issues, it’s between the issues and convoluted government policy. A student 

from Princeton complained, “Government is something that’s very bureaucratic. It’s sort of stale. 

It’s not moving. It’s there. It’s frustrating” (Kiesa). To make government policy more 

meaningful, the key is to present a story from the perspective of a young adult, and to connect 

their experiences with particular political events. For example, the story of a college dropout 

could be related to lost financial aid and federal education funding. This story would be valuable 

to teenagers preparing to attend college and older Millennials thinking of returning to school. To 

target an audience of Millennials, the political journalist covering that story could use financial 

aid to make fiscal policy relevant to college dreams. Whether its politics on Washington Week, 

or the alphabet on Sesame Street, the key to educational programming is to relate the subject to 

objects viewers recognize and enjoy. Some news programs have had success using pop cultural 

references to relate political issues to our interests, but that can also be a slippery slope towards 

irrelevant infotainment. Authentic relevance to our lives is what makes local issues a preferred 

angle of young adults because we're already familiar with the subject and context. Familiarity 

and understanding is essential for staying engaged in any media experience, which is why many 

young adults tune out once political reports use complicated governmental jargon. 

A third reason young adults aren't watching political news programs is we lack specific 



knowledge about the political process. Just like watching sports, it’s a lot more fun if you know 

the rules. Sports announcers are brilliant media tools for educating casual sports fans about the 

rules of the game, history of the players and stakes of the game. There are hundreds of people, 

agencies, laws, campaigns, places and ideologies related to government affairs and without an 

explanation of their connection and significance, political debate sounds like a foreign language. 

If we don’t understand what’s going on, we’re less likely to appreciate the changes that are 

happening around us. A college student from Canada explained, “I just don’t feel the effect of 

different governments. It doesn’t matter who’s in power -  they all seem to do the same thing” 

(Thompson). Once we’re conversational in governmental jargon, young adults will better 

distinguish the changes in public policy. Explaining which agencies or companies execute public 

policy will help bridge the relevance gap discussed earlier. A television program could help 

develop our political discourse simply by providing repeated exposure to political subjects.  

 Lack of confidence in our political knowledge is also exacerbated by an excess of 

polarized and subjective content. A student from Minnesota described her frustration saying, 

“There's definitely an information overload. I almost feel like the more I inform myself the less I 

know” (Kiesa). Lack of objectivity and balance is the fourth complaint of Millennials about 

political media. Spin, whether political or commercial, irritates and offends Millennials so much 

they’d rather tune out than be manipulated. A student from New Mexico explained how bias 

becomes an excuse for ignorance saying, “I feel like the news is biased...and I don’t even watch 

it because I’d rather not, you know, get polluted with that kind of information“ (Kiesa). 

Millennials are too busy and too distracted by alternative media to bother sorting through 

subjective opinions in search of objective facts. Hearing the basic story gives us the freedom to 

develop our own critical opinions outside of the “either/or” polarized debate. A student from 



Princeton described a preference for independent viewpoints by explaining, “I’m trying to figure 

out what’s right and what’s wrong, what’s ethically acceptable, and pulling my views from so 

many different places, it’s hard to put myself into one particular party.” Watching or hearing 

polarized pundits venomously attack political activists also discourages young adults from 

forming and sharing their independent opinions. Another student from Kansas State commented 

“I think that’s why people don’t feel like their voice matters because rarely do we see 

discussions or something where you feel non-threatened and able to voice your opinion.” Young 

adults also resent spin in the form of teasers during news programs that promise an exciting story 

“up next” but are instead given at the end of the newscast and turn out to be lame. We also hate 

spin in the form of fear-mongering, where reporters use scare tactics to attract viewers. These 

overt warnings remind us of parental paranoia and imply an inability to lookout for ourselves. 

Once spin and irrelevance are removed, we’ll be ready to act on the knowledge and opinions 

we’ve created for ourselves. 

 The fifth popular complaint Millennials have about politics and media is that neither of 

them adequately explain how citizens can positively impact change. Many young adults share 

the perspective of one student from University of New Mexico who describes government as 

“really far away and something that you can't really effect or change” (Kiesa). Powerlessness 

contributes to apathy because we'd rather ignore problems we can’t fix. Millennials believe we 

can make the strongest impact through collective action (Kiesa), but how exactly does one 

collect action? News media should serve as an educational resource by describing the many 

access points to government and media that are available to citizens. Letters to the editor, 

personal blogs, letter campaigns, office visits, street demonstrations, boycotts, town halls, local 

elections, public hearings for legislative committees, petitions and propositions are just a handful 



of the dozens of strategies available to citizens to create democratic progress. Broadcasting that 

educational information would most benefit non-students who are especially disengaged because 

action groups usually only recruit at college campuses. Political media producers should also 

portray their content as accessible and influenced by young adult viewers. By seeing examples of 

politically active Millennials on television programs, more young adults would perceive politics 

as accessible. 

  The sixth barrier to youth political engagement is the perception of inconvenience. 

Convenience isn’t just a desire, it’s an expectation for tech-savvy Millennials with busy 

schedules and millions of entertainment options. Thanks to easy internet access, our genuine 

interest in political issues must compete against distractions from other fascinating topics. Such 

access has cultivated an insatiable appetite for new information so that now we require more user 

control if we hope to satisfy ourselves. As marketing strategist Mark Dominiak notes, our 

generation “will continue to crave media characterized by social currency and user control” 

(2007). The user control Millennials demand can be provided through on-demand video, 

broadcast programs with precisely scheduled agendas and weblinks to further information. 

Control applies to both how we receive and distribute our media choices, especially how we 

share them. Media is social currency when it can be packaged as a sharable unit. The unit is a 

reflection of the consumer’s personal tastes when they share it with someone new. Millennials 

love sharing knowledge and entertainment with our friends, so producers can capitalize on social 

networking tendencies to efficiently promote their content. Millennials want to be able to 

conveniently understand, impact and interact with the media information they consume. 

 The six grievances identified above are not a conclusive list of all the reasons Millennials 

are tuning out from political media. I made no attempt to adequately explore the important 



reasons viewers of all ages are turning away from television news, reasons such as mistrust in 

corporate conglomerates and a prevalence of pessimistic news and celebrity gossip. Compiling 

this list was created as a reference guide for understanding what needs to change. My assumption 

after compiling this list of grievances is that Millennials are concerned with the same news 

subjects as older Americans, but we desire a different presentation format. Now more than ever 

form is content, so the traditional format used by programs catering to older audiences will not 

satisfy Millennials conditioned to diverse and experimental media aesthetics. To thrive in 

today’s saturated media landscape producers must exercise creativity in both subject and 

delivery. MTV’s Choose or Lose series is one example of a successful television program that 

effectively renovated the traditional formula of news delivery. Using its trademark pop culture 

connections, MTV skillfully confirmed media critic Geoffrey Baym’s assertion that, “you can 

entertain in the sense of amusement and serious thought - one can enhance the other” (Baym). 

By examining the presentation format of Choose or Lose we can identify the programming 

innovations MTV used to appease and attract Millennial news consumers. 

 Choose or Lose is the title of MTV’s quadrennial campaign to educate its youth market 

about politics and encourage us to vote. MTV’s efforts to infuse its lineup with some depth and 

altruistic content garnered the company both critical acclaim and five million viewers (Baym). 

For the 2004 presidential election MTV enlisted the talent of both its own news anchors, as well 

as several pop culture celebrities to serve as ambassadors to the political arena. By replacing 

traditional journalists with pop culture icons MTV was conspicuously rejecting the traditional 

news formula and trying to address Millennial concerns of representation, relevance and 

objectivity. Certainly, MTV needs celebrity appearances in order to remain consistent with its 

brand, but selecting icons only Millennials recognize is a clear signal that the program's content 



was produced for our specific audience, a rare tribute in the field of political media. 

 Some programs focused on election issues while others profiled the candidates. Work it 

documented current labor laws, outsourcing and trade policies, while Drug laws examined the 

repercussions of state and federal drug policies. On the Trail and 20 Million Questions for John 

Kerry/George Bush shadowed the candidates on their campaign tours and explained their 

different stances on key issues detailed in other Choose or Lose episodes. The topics MTV chose 

to highlight are common political subjects, but the format and messengers it employed to present 

its political content was catered specifically for its young audience. 

 Each of the program hosts embodied specific values and perspectives of the Millennial 

generation that MTV appreciated and successfully captured, issues such as relevance, advocacy, 

authenticity and inclusion. With his distinct urban style, frequent MTV anchor Sway represents a 

politically marginalized minority and the programs he hosted, Drug Laws and TRL Rally Edition, 

have specific segments emphasizing the ease and importance of political participation. Media 

scholar (Baym), suggests that by acting as a objective messenger for counter culture youth, 

Sway, “moves away from journalism as transmission of information to journalism as forum for 

public voices.” As a notorious sex symbol Christina Aguilera is a presumed sex expert, and was 

thus chosen to host Sex, Votes and Higher Power, a program focused on sex education, abortion 

and domestic violence. Her program interwove objective facts with subjective interpretation 

provided through the narratives of women Aguilera interviewed. Drew Barrymore hosted, The 

Best Place to Start, a program investigating the causes and effects of youth political 

disengagement. As a one-time icon of youth pop culture, the bewildered Barrymore starkly 

contrasted the conventional journalists while their frequent condescending remarks reinforced 

the program’s portrayal of youth alienation. MTV’s decision to employ non-professionals to 



report political news suggests the company recognized Millennials’ skepticism of conventions 

within traditional news media. MTV’s innovative style is a helpful example for planning my own 

original production. 

 After researching the unique attitudes of Millennials and our complaints about traditional 

political media, I have constructed a list of strategies to address our concerns. These strategies 

serve as guidelines for ensuring that our production does not repeat the same errors and 

omissions that irritate Millennials. Representation was the most prominent complaint and 

ironically it is the easiest to solve. For my production I will use reporters between the ages of 18-

24 and ask them to interview young adults ages 15-30 for their segments. To ensure that our 

show's content represents the interests and priorities of our young audience we will solicit story 

suggestions from viewers themselves. Asking viewers to design our show's content caters to 

Millennials desire for influence. Additional strategies for encouraging empowerment are to share 

viewer feedback during the program, explaining how to contact relevant decisionmakers and 

then providing their contact information. A specific strategy for delivering relevant facts quickly 

and conveniently is to use the lower third of the screen to briefly display a graphic of additional 

information. A reminder of the most important information, such as how to respond to or impact 

the stories aired during the program, will be provided again at the end of the program. Other 

strategies for respecting our viewers limited free time are to periodically display an onscreen 

schedule of upcoming segments so they can miss ones they don't care about and to avoid 

subjective commentary wherever possible. Keeping our show convenient to consume will be a 

priority for the production which means it will need to be accessible online at some point.  

 To ensure that our audience stays engage in our reports we'll need to keep them relevant, 

intelligible and interesting. We’ll use various multimedia elements to help viewers understand 



the issues in our reports, but we’ll also be careful to not overuse them since some Millennials 

complain they are distracting and frequently unnecessary. To make the facts relevant to our 

viewers lives we will interweave the examples of the experiences of local youth with our reports, 

thereby explaining the facts through their effects. Since politics and government can be dry and 

boring we will use pop culture references to make the issues more recognizable and balance 

entertaining segments with serious ones. For every show we will feature a segment about an 

artist or performer whose work relates to social issues and intersperse briefs clips of other 

political art during segment breaks. The last priority for our production is to not describe it as a 

political show because at this point too many Millennials feel disenchanted with politics and 

would dismiss us before they ever gave us a try. 

 The grievances and strategies outlined in this paper should be regarded as suggestions, 

not as a conclusive diagnosis or guaranteed solutions. The research I did for this project was 

meant to inform my personal approach for addressing an important problem I observe in my 

society. I believe the disconnection of youth from political mass media is a serious problem with 

a simple solution. Addressing the lack of political media targeted at young adults is both a 

commercial opportunity and social imperative. By completing this project I hope to prove it is a 

manageable task and thereby inspire myself and others to confront this challenging dilemma. 
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